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Heat pipe with discrete heat transfer property is often called thermal superconductor because it has extremely large thermal
conductivity. This special heat transfer property is destroyed by integrating cooling apparatus and further reducing the cooling
power of a heat pipe cooler. This paper experimentally studied the heat transfer property of heat pipe influenced by integrated
cooling apparatus. To simplify the investigating process, a home-made square heat pipe with the dimensions of 𝐿 × 𝑊 × 𝐻 =
10 × 10 × 100mm3 was built with two pieces of copper plates and two pieces of glass plates face to face, respectively. The two
pieces of copper plates were constructed with inside walls of capillary structure and the two pieces of glasses were with antifog
inside walls for observing the inner phenomenon. Moreover, isothermal circulating cooling water was applied outside the heat pipe
instead of cooling fin. The results show that heat vapor in the heat pipe is condensed earlier and cannot reach the remote section
of condenser. In other words, the heat transfer property of heat pipe is destroyed by integrating cooling water. This phenomenon
causes the unfavorable cooling power of the heat pipe cooler.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, advanced fabricating technique in production of
semiconductor components provides feasibility to fabricate
electronic devices with more precision and high working
frequency. The electronic devices with high working fre-
quency in optoelectronics, communication, electric power,
aerospace, biomedicine, and so forth often yield extremely
large amounts of heat in a small area. Overheat causes the
electronic devices to crash or even break. According to
Moore’s law issued by Intel, the more transistors in a chip
also yield the quicker operating speed, but the generated heat
by the transistors is also increased. If the transistors cannot
be instantaneously and effectively cooled, the hot spots on
the chip will appear and damage the transistors. A current
popular application of high power LED is the suitable sample.
Figure 1 shows junction temperature versus life time for the
high power white light LED and indicates that the junction
temperature with ca. 10∘C increment causes the life time to
be halved [1].

Cooling normally aims to take waste heat away from
the heat source and keep regular work of the electronic
products. In general, cooling methods are divided into active
and passive in terms of their different working principles.
The active cooling uses refrigerating technique to generate
cold and forcedly carries heat off through the heat exchange,
whereas the passive cooling uses natural thermal convection
and removes relatively less energy. The mediums employed
in passive cooling are normally metals with large thermal
conductivity, fluid with good fluidity for thermal convection
and with large latent heat, and air. A lot of cooling technolo-
gies, for example, thermal electric cooler (TE Cooler), heat
pipe, spray, and so forth, have been plenteously studied and
applied, where the TE Cooler is active and the heat pipe and
the spray are passive in principle [2–6].

Cooling efficiency cannot reach predicted value which
is the main question of a heat pipe cooler. A standard
application of heat pipe is in connection with cooling fin
which is generally named as heat pipe cooler, but the
integration of heat pipe cooler changes the original heat
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Figure 1: Junction temperature versus life time for the high power white light LED [1].
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Figure 2: Schema description of the working principle for a heat pipe [11].
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Figure 3: Temperature distribution on a bare heat pipe [7].

transfer property of the heat pipe [7]. Most of studies on the
heat pipe cooler ignored the considerations of the changed
heat transfer behavior for heat pipe and discussed only the
integration structure of heat pipe cooler [8–10]. The original
heat transfer behavior for heat pipe is discrete and for copper
pipe is continuous.This special discrete heat transfer behavior
of heat pipe also causes the heat pipe to have the thermal super
conduction property.

Experimental studies on the heat transfer behavior inside
the heat pipe are relatively few. Ting et al. in 2009 [7] first

presented the compared analysis of heat transfer behavior
between heat pipe and copper pipe using various exper-
imental methods. Its results show that the heat transfer
behavior of heat pipe is destroyed and changed to be similar
to copper pipe due to the integration with outside cooling
plates in themiddle thermal insulating section. Following this
research topic, this work further offers more experimental
data to study the changed heat transfer behavior inside heat
pipe influenced by the added outside cooling apparatus. The
changed heat transfer behavior in heat pipe is the main
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Figure 8: Integration photo of the home-made square heat pipe with outside cooling apparatus.

reason of the lack of cooling efficiency for heat pipe cooler.
The heat of vapor inside heat pipe was quickly taken away
at the place of the outside cooling apparatus and therefore
condensed earlier. This change causes that the cooling plates
which are far from the heat source cannot reach sufficient
cooling efficiency. To improve the cooling efficiency of heat
pipe cooler, a new structure of heat pipe which can keep the
original heat transfer behavior of heat pipe after integration
with cooling plates should be designed.

2. Basic Theory

A heat pipe is a passive cooling device with extremely large
thermal conductivity of ca. 5000∼30000 [W/mK] which is
initiated by a special heat transfer mechanism and can trans-
port relatively large amounts of heat in a tiny temperature
difference. A heat pipe uses latent heat of the working fluid
through vaporization process to take large amounts of heat
away from heat source and the vapor rapidly moves from the
heat source to the condensing section for heat transportation.

Figure 2 shows schematic description of its working principle
[11–14].

A heat pipe has discrete heat transfer property due
to its special heat transfer mechanism. The heating and
the condensing sections of a bare heat pipe have higher
temperature than the middle thermal insulating section
during its working. Figure 3 shows temperature distribution
on a bare heat pipe [7], where the position numbers are in
correspondence with distances to the heat source.

In general, a heat pipe cooler is a heat pipe integrated
with outside cooling fin.The outside cooling fin takes the heat
of vapor away and causes the vapor to be condensed earlier.
Figure 4 illustrates this phenomenon, where 𝑇with subscript
numbers are positional temperatures.

3. Experiment

Experiments used a home-made square heat pipe with obser-
vation window to study the internal heat transfer behavior
influenced by external cooling process.The quantitative tem-
perature measurements are performed by using the infrared
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Figure 9: Photo of the home-made square heat pipe with temperature measuring points design.
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Figure 10: Time dependent surface temperature distribution on the home-made square heat pipe without cooling.
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Figure 11: Surface temperature distribution on the home-made square heat pipe without cooling, heated in 350 sec.
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Figure 12: Time dependent surface temperature distribution on the home-made square heat pipe integrated with isothermal cooling water.
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Figure 13: Surface temperature distribution on the home-made square heat pipe integrated with isothermal cooling water heated in 500 sec.
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Figure 14: Time sequent heat flux visualization of the home-made heat pipe using infrared thermal photography integrated with isothermal
cooling water.

thermal photography for two-dimensional data recording
in comparison with data measured by the thermocouple
thermometer. The experimental setup is detailed in the
following subsections.

3.1.TheHome-Made SquareHeat Pipe. In order to show inner
heat transfer property of heat pipe influenced by outer cooling
apparatus, this work built a square heat pipe with observation
window for synchronous observation inside the heat pipe.
The length of the home-made square heat pipe is 100mm

and its inner width of the square is 6mm. The four pieces of
walls for the home-made square heat pipe are two copper and
two glass plates which are built in face to face individually.
The inner walls of the home-made square heat pipe on the
two copper plates are built in capillary structure with copper
mesh and the inner walls of the two glass plates are coated
for antifog.Thicknesses of the two copper and glass plates are
individually 0.4mm and 2mm. The area of the observation
window is 6 × 100mm2. One side of the home-made square
heat pipe is sealed with a square copper plate for heating and
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Figure 15: Time dependent surface temperature distribution on the home-made square heat pipe integrated with aluminum cooling plates.
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Figure 16: Surface temperature distribution on the home-made square heat pipe integrated with aluminum cooling plates heated in 500 sec.

the other side of the square heat pipe is connected with a
copper pipe for vacuumization. Figure 5(a) shows schema of
the square heat pipe and Figure 5(b) is its photo.

Table 1 shows specifications of the home-made square
heat pipe. In the manufacturing process, the two copper
plates with copper mesh were sintered by 950∘C for 60mins.
The filled working fluid in the heat pipe is deionized water
of 0.33 g for ca. 30 torr pressure at 24∘C. Its filling process
first put deionized water of ca. 0.36 g into the home-made
square heat pipe and then pumped to ca. 30 torr.The working
temperature range of the home-made square heat pipe is 20∼
60∘C.

3.2. The Temperature Measurements. A CPU simulator in
accordance with the ASTM D5470 standard was built as the

Table 1: Specifications of the home-made square heat pipe.

Devices Scale (mm) Material Amount
Copper pipe 𝜙 = 4 Copper 1
Glass plates 𝑊×𝐻 × 𝐷 = 6 × 100 × 2 SiO2 2
Copper plates 𝑊×𝐻 × 𝐷 = 10 × 100 × 0.4 Copper 2

Wick 𝑊×𝐻 × 𝐷 = 6 × 98 × 0.1 Bronze 6
(150 mesh)

Copper plates 𝑊×𝐻 × 𝐷 = 15 × 15 × 0.4 Copper 2

heat source in this work. Its heating area and maximum
output power are individually 30 × 30mm2 and ca. 300W.
Figure 6 is the photo of the CPU simulator.
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Figure 17: Time sequent heat flux visualizations of heat pipe in water using color schlieren technique.

Figure 7 shows schema of the experimental setup for
temperature measurements. There are two types of cooling
apparatus in this work. One is the isothermal cycling water
through a copper pipe in connection with outside copper
walls of the home-made square heat pipe in different posi-
tions. The other is the aluminum cooling fin which is applied
as the cooling apparatus.

Figure 8 shows photos of the two integrations. For tem-
perature determination, the infrared thermal photography
and the thermocouple thermometer were used. Figure 9
shows positions of the measured points with symbols 𝑇

1
–𝑇
6

which aremeasured by using the thermocouple thermometer.

4. Results and Discussion

Heat pipe uses special technique for heat transfer and
therefore receives an extremely large thermal conductivity.
With the help of the two-phase flow in heat pipe, the vapor
in heat pipe brings latent heat and directly transports to
the remote condensing section. This special heat transfer
property causes the discrete temperature distribution on the
heat pipe. The heating and the condensing sections have
the higher temperature than the middle thermal insulating
section [7]. Figure 10 shows time dependent temperature
distribution on the home-made square heat pipe without any

cooling apparatus connection. Figure 10 indicates that the
temperature distribution on the heat pipe is very uniform
because it has extremely large thermal conductivity. More-
over, Figure 11 shows surface temperature distribution on the
home-made square heat pipe heated in 350 sec and indicates
that the temperature on the condensing section is something
higher than that on the middle thermal insulating section.

The special heat transfer property causes heat pipe to have
high thermal conductivity, but it can be destroyed by inte-
gration with outside cooling plates. The connected outside
cooling apparatus in the middle thermal insulating section
forcedly takes heat away and causes the vapor inside heat
pipe to be condensed earlier. Figure 12 shows time dependent
temperature distribution on the home-made square heat
pipe with isothermal temperature cooling water integrated
in the middle position of the heat pipe. Figure 13 shows
surface temperature distribution on the home-made square
heat pipe heated in 500 sec. Figures 12 and 13 indicate that
integration with isothermal cooling water has destroyed the
original heat transfer behavior of the heat pipe and yields the
copper-like heat transfer property. Figure 14 further shows
infrared thermal photos of the two-dimensional temperature
distribution on the home-made square heat pipe integrated
with isothermal cooling water. Figure 14 clearly indicates that
heat transfer property inside the heat pipe is destroyed by the
outside isothermal cooling water and the vapor in heat pipe
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is condensed at the cooling position. The temperature on the
remote condensing section is lower.

Figure 15 shows time dependent temperature distribu-
tion on the home-made square heat pipe integrated with
aluminum cooling plates and Figure 16 shows its surface
temperature distribution on the home-made square heat pipe
heated in 500 sec. In comparison with Figures 15 and 16, the
result shows good similarity. In other words, integration with
cooling apparatus has destroyed the original heat transfer
behavior of the heat pipe and yields the copper-like property.

Figures 17(a)–17(d) exhibit heat flux visualizations of heat
pipe in water using color schlieren technique. Figures 17(a)–
17(d) clearly show that the heat in themiddle thermal insulat-
ing section is taken away due to the surrounding water which
serves as a cooling apparatus. This result gives good physical
explanation of the forced thermal convection between heat
pipe and the connected outside cooling apparatus in the
middle thermal insulating section.

5. Conclusion

Experimental study on heat transfer characterizations of heat
pipe influenced by outside cooling apparatus has been suc-
cessfully carried out. The results show that the heat transfer
behavior of a bare heat pipe is discrete. In general, the heating
and the condensing sections of the bare heat pipe have higher
temperature than the middle thermal insulating section.
Integration with outside cooling apparatus has destroyed
the heat transfer property of a heat pipe. The changed heat
transfer property of the heat pipe is similar to the copper
pipe. To improve the cooling efficiency of the heat pipe cooler,
a modified structure of heat pipe should be designed to
keep the original heat transfer behavior of heat pipe after
integration with cooling plates.
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